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The dialogue between the Jews and the Christians stands in the centre of interest of the Vigilia this
month. In his introductory study Bishop László PASKAI examines the relations between the two Chur
ches and the two communions in the light of the statement of the 2nd Vatican Council about the non-Ch
ristian instructions (nostra aetate), not keeping back the negative sides e.g. the phenomenon of anti-Semi
tism, which can still be found. Bishop Paskai writes, "The Church firm!y proclaims that a new union has
come into being between God and the whole mankind in Jesus Christ. The union between God and the
Jews was the preliminary step and symbol of this, The integral work of God's love are the preparation and
the accomplishment; the manifestation of His love is the deep spiritual and intellectual connection that
unites the Christians and the Jews ... The constitution of the Council about the Church telis about the
Jews as the chosen people, the people of the union. In doing so the Council definitely rejects the attitude
aceording to which the Jews are a rejected people ... it refuses the attitude aceording to which it follows
from the Gospel that God marked the Jews for damnation or cursed them."

László LUKÁCS examines the problem of the' Christian-Jewish dialogue on the basis of different ecc
lesiastical documents among which there are the statements of the Freneh and German episcopacies and
the book published after the film titIed Holocaust. But we can learn the wiews of the representatives of the
Jews as weil. Alfréd SCHÖNER, the Chief Rabbi of Buda writes about the relation of Judaism to other
religions. He presents the public life, the institutions and the chances ofpublishing of the Hungarian Jews.
The only college of rabbinical studies in Eastern-Europe works in Budapest, Sándor SCHEIBER, the
world-famous ethnographer and orientalist has been the director of it for 32 years now.

In the Talk ofthe Vigilia column he telis about the tragic reminiscences of the holocaust and its influen
ce on the faithfui Jews, about the Jewish estimation of Jesus' personality and instructions and about the
role played by the Jewish folklore in the Hungarian literature. He tal ks about his own researches that he
carries on with the manuscripts of the Cairo Geniza-collection in Budapest. This is what he says about the
activity of the Hungarian College of Rabbinical Studies: "As the other institutions (in Vienna, in Berlin,
in BorosIo, in Warsaw) were destroyed in the war, the scope of our activities has been extended, we have
students from the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, East-Gerrnany and Bulgaria at present. There are
twenty students altogether and the instructional period lasts six and a half years. Besides our one there are
four colleges of rabbinical studies in Europe, one in France and Italy respectively and two in England, one
conservative and one reform. The responsibility of the Budapest institute is enormous, but we must hold
out, we must keep or if possible raise the level; we must deepen the knowledge of the traditions and of the
jewish literature but especially that of the Gospel." Concerning the dialogue he said, ,,1 think we need
deeds not dialogue. Let me mention the example of a holy person who, in my opinion, has done the most
for the religious, ethical and political opening of the Catholic Church, namely Pope John 23th. He was an
exceptional personality, he proved to be a faithfuI desciple of Jesus with his modesty, humanityand his
confidence in the power of deeds. If anybody he knew for certain that the dialogue is not enough, deeds
are necessary if we want to change the coure of events and ourselves."

The writer György SZÁRAZ also telis about the reception of a book, i.e. that of his book published in
Hungary. The book was published under the tide Fo//owing A Prejudice and it presents the past of the
Jews living in the Diaspora, the causes and consequences of anti-Semitisrn, the history and the present si-
tuation of the Hungarian Jews, .

rn his essay titIed The Lord' s Prayer in the Light of the Gospel and the jewish Literature József SZÉCSI
writes about the story of. the origin and the development of this ancient Jewish-Christian prayer.

(Kata/in BERÉNYI)

SOMMARIO

In testa al numero di questo mese di Vigilia sta il dialogo nascente tra ebraismo e cristianesimo. Nel sag
gio introduttivo il veseovo László PASKAI esamina, nello specchio della dichiarazione del no Concilio
Vaticano sulle dottrine non cristiane (Nostra aetate), e senza tacerne i lati negativi, per esempio il fatto
ancora sempre esistente dell'antisemitismo. "La Chiesa professa in fede che con Gesú Cristo e nata una
nuova alleanta tra Dio e l'umanitá - scrive il veseovo Paskai - La sua preparazione e il suo simboio era
stata l'alleanza tra Dio e il popolo ebraico. La preparazione e l'esecuzione sono un'unica opera d'amore
di Dio: la rivelazione del suc amore é il profondo legame spirituale che unisce i cristiani agli ebrei ... La
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